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A. Why Exhibit?
**Share your philatelic knowledge
**Get awards and accolades
**Organize your collection
And these techniques can be used for
your collection even if you do not
have a desire to exhibit!

B. Preliminary Preparations for a First
time Exhibitor
**Where do you want to exhibit?
Local Show (Mid-Cities) or World
Series of Philately Show (Americover)
**Download the prospectus and entry
form from the show’s webpage.

EXHIBIT PROSPECTUS
Americover 2019
64th Annual AFDCS Convention and Exhibition
Renaissance St. Louis Airport Hotel,
9801 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, Missouri 63134
Rules and Regulations Governing Entry, Display, and Return of Exhibits
1. This exhibition is open to all collectors regardless of any society affiliation. The Exhibit Committee reserves the right to limit or
refuse an exhibit at its discretion, and may reject any exhibit, in whole or part, without giving reason. In such cases, refund of
entry fees will be made. Each exhibitor will be notified of the acceptance or rejection of their exhibit(s).
2. The emphasis of this AFDCS exhibition is on First Day Covers (Illustrated Mail) or uncacheted FDCs and covers showing Earliest
Documented Use of a new stamp. To be eligible for the Grand Award an exhibit must consist of at least 75% First Day material,
which may include Post Office announcements, First Day Ceremony programs, and stamp production items. Exhibits must be the
bona-fide property of the individual exhibitor or immediate family. An Americover grand award exhibit cannot be entered
competitively again until after three years; for example, the 2019 grand award exhibit would be eligible to compete again in 2023.
The 2019 Grand Award winner will be invited to compete in the World Series of Philately at APS StampShow in 2020. If six or more
competitive single-frame exhibits are entered, the Curtis B. Patterson Award recipient will be invited to enter the APS SingleFrame Champion of Champions competition. If an entered single-frame exhibit wins a Grand Award at a WSP Show prior to
Americover, in the same calendar year, it will become non-competitive and classified as a Court of Honor exhibit awarded an
honorary Gold Show Medal.
3. Exhibits should not show identifying marks of ownership, such as a printed name on pages. Forgeries and/or counterfeits in any
exhibit must be clearly identified, or the exhibit may be subject to a rating downgrade or disqualification.
4. A separate Official Entry Form is required for each exhibit. An exhibitor may enter a maximum of two competitive multi-frame
exhibits and two one-frame exhibits. Exhibits may range in size from one frame to a maximum of ten frames. Each frame holds
sixteen pages measuring 8.5 inches by 11 inches. The deadline for submitting an entry is June 1, 2019 or until the frames are filled.
Exhibit space is limited. We strongly recommend early application.
------6. Along with the Official Entry Form, please send seven copies of a synopsis and seven copies of your title page. If these pages are
not submitted with an entry form, ensure they arrive ASAP before the show. These will be forwarded to the panel of judges for
study in advance of the show. This helps the judges evaluate your exhibit more accurately. Qualified judges are selected by the
AFDCS Judges Accreditation Committee, and are accredited by the APS. Exhibits are accepted and judged according to the latest
edition of the American Philatelic Society’s Manual of Philatelic Judging and Exhibiting. Decisions of the judges are final.
7. Acceptance letters from the Exhibit Committee will reconfirm (or change if necessary) the shipping address for mail delivery of
exhibits. The acceptance letter will also state a shipping deadline. There are no refunds for accepted exhibits that do not arrive in
time for mounting. Do not send your exhibit to the hotel unless specifically instructed to do so.
----9. To protect your material and ensure it is mounted correctly in the display frames, please enclose each page in a clear sheet
protector and mark the back of each with mounting sequence numbers. Mounting of pages will be accomplished (or supervised)
by the Exhibit Committee. Exhibitors wishing to mount their own entries must indicate that desire on the Official Entry Form.
Mounting will begin as soon as possible in the afternoon on Thursday, July 25. The start time depends upon completion of room

set-up and frame assembly, which is not controlled by the Exhibit Committee. Dismounting of exhibits does not begin until after
the show closes Sunday, July 28.
10. Each exhibitor should arrange for insurance to cover the value of the exhibit material for the period of time that it is in transit
and on display. Precaution will be taken to safeguard all exhibits. Security guards or security personnel will be provided by the
AFDCS. However, the host Convention & Exhibition Site, AFDCS, the Exhibit Committee, or any of the AFDCS officers, committee
members, or employees of the aforementioned parties shall not assume any liability or responsibility for the loss or damage of
any material, regardless of cause or reason.
11. Official Entry Forms must be marked with an Exhibit Classification. Although this exhibition is focused primarily on Illustrated
Mail, other types of exhibits may be accepted. Beginning in 2017, the exhibit classes are MultiFrame, One Frame, Youth (under
age 18, single or multiple frames) and Non-Competitive.
12. The Exhibit Awards Chairman will place at the disposal of the Judges an unlimited number of Large Gold, Gold, Large Vermeil,
Vermeil, Large Silver, Silver, Silver-Bronze, and Bronze awards. In addition to these medal-level awards, the following special
awards are available:
Claude C. Ries Chapter Grand Award --- Best FDC exhibit Richard H. Thompson Reserve Grand Award --- Second Best exhibit of
FDCs Foreign FDC Award --- Best exhibit of foreign FDCs (non-Grand) Lawrence S. Fisher Award --- Best research exhibit; FDCs
and/or covers from 1847 to 1931 Curtis B. Patterson Award --- Best in Show single-frame FDC exhibit Winfred M. Grandy Award --Best exhibit of cacheted FDCs with emphasis on cachet research (non-Grand) Herman Franz Fluegel Award --- Best exhibit of
cacheted FDCs 1945 and later with emphasis on color Leo and Samuel August Award --- Best topical exhibit of FDCs Robert C.
Graebner Award --- Best novice FDC exhibit for first-time exhibitor Junior FDC Award --- Best FDC exhibit by a youth under 18
Marge Finger Award --- Most popular exhibit, determined by popular ballot Other Society Awards as applicable: APS, AAPE, USSS,
etc.

**Define purpose and scope of the
exhibit (example, Bevil sports covers,
baseball, HOF members only)
**Many shows require that a copy of
your Title Page and a synopsis be
submitted along with your entry form.

**SynopsisA chance to explain your
exhibit to the judges. You should
discuss what is in the exhibit, what is
not in the exhibit, any rarities. This is a
chance to brag and discuss any
research or personal study that you
performed.
The “D” Rate-Change Stamps of 1985
SYNOPSIS For COLOPEX 2018
PURPOSE & SCOPE: This is a Traditional 1-frame exhibit showing the production
and use of the “D” nondenominated (22¢) stamps issued in 1985 for the rate
change from 20¢ (for First Class mail up to one ounce), that went into effect on
February 17, 1985. Shown are the three formats of the “D” stamp: Sheet,
booklet and coil. The postal stationery issued for the rate-change are not within
the scope of this exhibit. Given that the “D” stamps, like all other nondenominated rate-change stamps, were issued as a stop-gap measure until
regular denominated stamps could be printed and issued, the “D” stamps are
well suited to a single frame exhibit. The 22¢ “Flag over Capitol” stamps were
issued March 29, 1985 - less than two months after the “D” stamps.
TREATMENT: Each of the three formats of the stamp will be shown separately,
with each section following the traditional format. Unfortunately, there are no

known essays, proofs or other preproduction items in collectors’ hands. For
each section, the plate/cylinder data will be followed by plate blocks and other
items showing plate marginal markings and plate varieties, if available. Errors,
freaks and varieties are then shown to illustrate the production process, and
what could go wrong. The exhibit concludes with examples of use, showing
domestic uses followed by illegal foreign uses. (All uses of the “D” stamps to
foreign addresses were illegal; the UPU did not allow non-denominated stamps
until 1995.)
Key and important items are highlighted with a double-line green border.
--Partial synopsis by exhibitor Anthony Dewey.
===========================================================

**What type of exhibit? Traditional,
Postal History, FDC, etc. Each type has
different a different focus.
3.5.7 First-Day Cover Exhibits (see also Appendix
2.1.7)
A first-day cover (FDC) exhibit focuses on the
creation and earliest date of use, usually the
official first day according to the postal
administration, of a stamp or series of stamps or
postal stationery. A FDC exhibit treatment mirrors

a traditional exhibit, generally developing the story
from initial design and production, to the post
office announcement and related supporting
documentation, the cancellation and cachet
studies associated with the first day of issue and,
finally, commercial uses.
These exhibits may also focus on a single first- day
cachet-maker and trace his or her story through
their cachets.

References
1. APS Manual of Philatelic Judging and
Exhibiting 7th edition and supporting
documentation
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Ada Prill
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1-Frame Team Competition - 2018 Rules - Added October 14, 2017.
Exhibiting Word Templates
Using Microsoft Publisher For Exhibits - Added August 8, 2017.
'How To Create A Philatelic Exhibit'
How To Construct A Title Page
'Exhibiting Postal History' APS Wintershow 2015 (Riverside, CA)
How To Construct A Synopsis Page
Exhibiting Picture Postcards
'AAPE Synopsis Pages - 2014 Talk' - PDF
Example Title & Synopsis Pages
The Basics Of Being Judged - A Primer On Exhibiting Fundamentals

The AAPE also has an Exhibit and Title
Page/Synopsis Critique Service.
6. Other philatelic journals sometimes
have articles on exhibiting also, for
example, Topical Times.

C. Elements of an Exhibit
Rule No. 1: Do Not Confuse the Judges.
-------------------------------------------------------1. Title Page – Contains the purpose and
scope of the exhibit, the organization of
the exhibit, the outline, the legend, and if
desired, a non-philatelic item (typically this
is the only place in an exhibit where a nonphilatelic item is “allowed”).
2. Treatment and Importance–
Treatment (20 points) includes Title and Content of the Exhibit
Treatment is defined as the organization and development of the exhibit subject. Sometimes treatment is described as
the “golden thread,” or principal story line that links the parts of the exhibit into a coherent whole that achieves its stated
purpose within its stated scope. The table below describes the aspects usually appearing on a title page and the extremes
of poor and excellent treatment. This will be followed by another chart for the content of the exhibit.

Title Page
Aspects

Poor Treatment

Excellent Treatment

Title (including optional subtitle).

The title is not related or poorly
related to the content of the exhibit.

Purpose (why you created your
exhibit).

The exhibit lacks a statement of
purpose

Scope (what you have included in
the exhibit and/or what are the
limits of the exhibit’s subject).

The exhibit lacks a statement of
scope, the scope is inappropriate for
the subject, or it is defined to avoid
an important part of the subject.

The title concisely and accurately
describes the content and scope of
the exhibit subject.
The statement of purpose clearly
defines the subject and goal of the
exhibit.
The statement of scope clearly states
what portion of the subject and/or
time period the exhibit will show, and
its chosen boundaries are logical.

Treatment in the Content of the
Exhibit
Aspects
Plan development (following the
stated purpose, scope and plan).

Poor Treatment
The exhibit doesn’t follow its plan;
or if it lacks a plan, the subject is not
developed logically.

Excellent Treatment
Exhibit sections follow a plan (the
“golden thread”) and develop the
subject within the stated scope. The
exhibit has a beginning, middle and
a conclusion. Topical exhibit generally
follow the stated organizational plan.

Balance (proportional contribution to
the exhibit subject– not numerical).

Sections of the exhibit are
undeveloped or over developed
without a logical basis.

The exhibitor develops each section
of the exhibit in proportion to its
contribution to the overall exhibit
subject.

Completeness (sufficient to present
the exhibit subject – not necessarily
100 percent).

You skip over portions of your story
that are important to the development
of your subject.

The exhibitor includes everything
necessary to develop the exhibit
subject.

Importance (10points)
Importance is a measure of the challenge in creating the exhibit. It has two parts:
1. Philatelic: how much philatelic depth and diversity is shown in the development of the exhibit;

2. Exhibit: the significance of the exhibit within its subject area. The exhibit can be important because it is
the definitive showing of the subject, because it shows creativity in treatment, or because the exhibitor provided
unusual or special insights in the exhibit.

3. Knowledge and Research
Philatelic and Subject Knowledge (25 points)
The items the exhibitor selects to display on the pages and how they are described reflect the extent of the exhibitor’s
philatelic and subject matter knowledge, regardless of the exhibit type.

Philatelic Knowledge
Philatelic knowledge is knowledge to select the best philatelic items to develop the exhibit’s subject, as well as
knowledge about the individual philatelic items in the exhibit.
The philatelic knowledge the exhibitor displays depends on the exhibit’s purpose or intent and the item being described.
For example, the same cover can be explained in numerous ways to show appropriate philatelic knowledge, depending on
exhibit purpose:
• A postal history item: described by one or more postal history aspects (rates, routes, markings).
• An illustrated mail item: described by the cachet, corner card (return address) or printed advertising (commercial
or patriotic) on the cover
• A display/social history item: described by the sender and/or addressee
Some exhibits benefit from additional or supplemental information that is not strictly required to support the
purpose of the exhibit but assist in its understanding, e.g., brief historical context. Such additional information is usually
brief and not distracting.
To demonstrate philatelic knowledge, postage rates are part of the analysis. Best practice means that incorrectly
franked covers (over/under) are explained. Some over-franked covers are done for convenience, such as the correct
values to make the rate were not in hand. Other over-franked covers are contrived as the only way to show postal use of
high value stamps.
If the exhibitor includes non-philatelic items (ephemera, physical objects and other collateral items) to support the
purpose of the exhibit, it is best practice to provide information about the source, content, use, date created, and the like (as
appropriate). These technical aspects of ephemera are evaluated as a substitute for philatelic knowledge.

Subject Knowledge
Subject knowledge is knowledge about the exhibit subject as a whole rather than about each item. Depending on the
exhibit’s intent, subject knowledge may be in a supporting role (exhibits based on philatelic subjects) or the principal role
(exhibits based on non-philatelic subjects).
For all exhibits the judges evaluate philatelic (and related) knowledge of the exhibit’s items and subject matter
knowledge within the exhibit’s defined scope limits to ensure that the exhibit has a beginning, middle, and end with
a narrative thread tying the exhibit together. Topical exhibits have an organizational structure or hierarchy, but not
necessarily a narrative in the sense of a beginning, middle and end as in all other exhibit types.

Personal Study and Research (10 points)
Personal Study
Personal study is defined as the activities the exhibitor has conducted to understand the exhibit subject and the items
used in the exhibit. The evidence of the exhibitor’s study is the analysis of items provided, or aspects of the subject beyond
mere description: by using census figures, reaching new conclusions or relaying new findings. Early/late dates of use, plate
flaws, plating, and print sequences are all examples of philatelic knowledge gained by personal study. The exhibitor can also
demonstrate subject matter personal study by the depth of the information provided in their narrative.

Research
Research is defined as the activities the exhibitor has used to present new facts related to the items in the exhibit. In
areas where there has been considerable research by others, it is better for the exhibitor to show evidence of extensive
personal study in place of original research. In practice, judges evaluate these two criteria together, but they should reward
significant original research when the exhibitor plainly states it. It helps to delineate the exhibitor’s research or discoveries
by tasteful indicators in the exhibit, such as the obvious “Personal Research” or “Discovery Copy” in very small type next
to the item.

4. Rarity and Condition
Rarity and Condition (30 points)
Rarity and Condition are attributes of the items used in an exhibit. This applies to both philatelic items and non-philatelic
items that support the development of the exhibit’s treatment.

Rarity (20 points)
Rarity is defined for purposes of evaluating exhibits as related to the number existing. Rarity is an expression of the difficulty
of acquisition. It is unrelated to cost, although rare items that are in demand will be costly, but it is the demand for the item and not
necessarily the supply.

5. Condition
Condition (10 points)
Condition is the appearance of the items used in an exhibit. Condition varies by the type of item:
• Stamps or labels: color, centering, physically intact, free from soil and stains
• Postal markings and used stamps: clarity of markings, stamp centering
• Covers and stationery: physically intact, free from soil and stains, clarity of markings, unaltered
• Non-philatelic ephemera and other physical Items: intact, free from damage and stains, original item
Condition depends also on the use of the item and when it was used. Rare items may exist only in poor condition.
Common sense should prevail:
• Modern items should be in pristine condition, unless they have been subjected to extreme conditions such as
fire or wrecks.
• Wartime covers and postcards may show the effects of wartime environment, paper quality and handling
• Documents and ephemera from the late 19th century to World War II might be printed on high acid paper
which turns brown with age
If the exhibitor includes repaired, restored and reconditioned items, those items should be identified as such. The exhibitor
should also identify scans and photocopies, and where they are used, they should be significantly larger or smaller than
the original. These are rules and not guidelines (see Chapter 1).

6. Presentation
Presentation is the overall visual appeal of an exhibit, taking into consideration each page, each frame and the exhibit
as a whole.
Although Presentation carries the least weighting in exhibit evaluation, it can carry a profound effect if the poor
presentation hinders a fair assessment of the exhibit’s material in other criteria such as Treatment and Knowledge.
Some styles and conventions change from decade to decade, but some do not. For example, convention now
discourages use of black pages and silver ink in an exhibit (popular in the 1950s). On the other hand, hand lettering
remains an effective way to prepare exhibits. Of course, the text should be neat and legible if handwritten, and a comfortable
viewing size font used if prepared by computer. Hard to read text could affect a criterion score if it affects the ability of
the judge to rate the criterion appropriately.

7. Uniform Exhibit Evaluation Form (UEEF)

D.Techniques
**What size paper? A frame can hold
16 ea. 8.5 x 11 pages or 12 ea. 12 x 12
pages or 8 ea. 11 x 17 pages. Or can
combine.
**What program to use? MS Word,
MS Publisher, higher end desktop
publishing programs
**Decide on which font to use,
margins, etc. and save as a template.
**Use running headers to highlight
where in your plan a given page is.

F. FDCs

Printed Cachets (single color-other than black)
William Roy Rice

Above: William Roy Rice Original linoleum block print. Printed in oil-based ink with a Franklin press. Combo with
1952 3c Centennial of Engineering. 2 of 8. This cover is from the first of two printings--full sky over and to left of
bridge.
Rice’s first cachet was for the 1978 (15c) “A” stamps.
Below: Justice (Geraldyne Weiner). Single color cachet. Cachet has verses from Hart Crane’s poem, “The Bridge.”
Cover autographed by Ken Burns, noted filmmaker, who made a 1981 documentary on the Brooklyn Bridge. *@*
Weiner’s first cachet was the 1979 15c Robert F. Kennedy stamp.
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Frame Layout by Page

Frame Layout by Page (Real Example)
NOJEX 2018
Frame 1
Title Page

A. Pre-production

promenade ticket

invitation

plan of exhibit

Stamp Poster announcement
publicity photo
color transparency

photos of Fleetwood orig. art and NPM copies of
orig stamp designs

Brooklyn PO BB Exhbition brochure
autograph of stamp designer

B. Production
Marginal Markings

B. Production
EFOs

B. Production
EFOs

full sheet with remaining PB4s

short transfer

tagging omitted

B. Production
EFOs

B. Production
misperfs

C. Ceremonies
Design Unveiling

All color missing

set off
pre-cancel

DU program
cocktail napkin
BCC DU cxl

C. Ceremonies
Interpex '83

C. Ceremonies
Interpex '83

C. Ceremonies
Interpex '83

intro
invitation w/ env

Interpex 83 Souvenir Card w/ env
Knapp cover w/ Interpex cxl

3 Interpex show
covers

Interpex 83 show program
Wm Roy Rice cover w/ Interpex cxl

**Do not reference Scott Nos. in the
exhibit or synopsis.
**Make sure your font is readable.
Use serif font for text but san serif is
okay for headers.
**Overlapping covers is okay but do
not conceal important items of the
cover.
**Be consistent with how you present
your data for each cover.
**The most important information
about the cover should go underneath
the cover.

A way to prevent railroad tracks

E. Supplies
1. Paper
Use acid-free light colored 65lb to
80lb card stock, obtainable from
Staples or most any other office
supply store. Except 12 x 12, which
would have to be obtained from a
specialty store or online…or can
cheat and cut down 11 x 17 to 11
x12 using a paper trimmer.
2. Mounts
At least 1/2in. on 2 corners to secure
a cover. 3/8 in. mounts are not
heavy duty enough.

Brooklyn Gallery is a good source
for mounts (and other stamp
supplies):
https://brooklyngallery.com/catalogs
earch/result/?q=+corner+mounts&c
at=
3. Sleeves
Most shows require each page to be
in a sleeve. Can use acid free
document holders (Staples, etc.). Or
can use specialty sleeves. For
oversize pages 12 x 12 or 11 x 17,
will need to go online and purchase
specialty sleeves. Sources:
http://kristalkare.com/about/
---------

http://www.atlanticprotectivepouches.com/
price.htm
---------https://www.bagsunlimited.com/c-182-lsleeves.aspx
4. Mattes
If used, use colored cardstock and use
paper trimmer to trim to size (1/8” to 3/16”
bigger than the item mounted). Do not use
black—will make your item look like a
mourning cover.

